This Teachers’ resource is designed to be used alongside the West African Gold display in
Colchester Castle and the online version of the display on our website.
The project, working with local people from West Africa, was inspired by the fact that over
60% of gold in medieval Europe came from the powerful empires of West Africa.
We have used medieval gold objects in the museum collection to tell the story of the great
empires and the influence they had on Europe.
Check out our online collections for more information about the objects (search using
accession number starting COLEM/COLNH/IPSMG or look out for the West African Gold group)

Learning points
1. West Africa was one of the world’s greatest producers of gold in the medieval period.
2. Gold was traded with commodities such as salt, ivory, and spices and was eventually used to
make coins in Europe.
3. There were three great empires in West Africa: Ancient Ghana, Mali, and Songhai. They all grew
rich by trading in gold. These empires were located along the Trans-Saharan trade route – the
main route from North Africa to West Africa across the Sahara Desert.

4. Mansa Musa was the leader of the empire of Mali. He is still considered the richest person who
ever lived. Most of Mansa Musa’s wealth came from trade in gold and salt.
5. West Africa today consists of 16 countries and is home to over 380 million people of many
different cultures and religions.

West African Gold
Gold is a precious metal. It is usually found in its native or pure form in nature. The gold from
West Africa was mostly panned, a way of extracting the grains of gold from the river gravel. Most
of the gold was dust or grains but any nuggets found became property of the ruler at the time.

Gold dust is made up of tiny grains of gold. It was once used as currency in West Africa.
The gold was kept in a twist of cloth and measured out using weights and a pair of scales.
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West African Gold
West Africa was one of the world’s greatest producers of gold in the medieval period. It was traded
with commodities such as salt, ivory, and spices and was eventually used to make coins in Europe.
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Medieval gold coins
During the medieval period around 60% of the gold in Europe originated from
West Africa. It is likely that these coins are made from West African gold.

West African Gold
Traders had travelled across the Sahara Desert to exchange goods, such as olive oil and fine pottery, for gold
and ivory, for hundreds of years. Even the Romans traded with West Africa, including obtaining ‘exotic’ wild
animals for shows in the amphitheatres.
However, it was not until the 700s that
trade across the Saharan Desert
increased due to the increased
demand for gold by the Islamic States
in North Africa. Trade was improved
by the introduction of camels from
Arabia that were well suited to
transporting goods across the harsh
conditions of the desert.

Camels crossing the Sahara Desert
© Sergey Pesterev / Wikimedia Commons / CC BY-SA 4.0

The Islamic North African empires of the
Medieval period needed gold for jewellery,
embroidered clothing and illuminated
manuscripts as well as coinage. Trading
with Europe, much of the gold from West
Africa ended up as coinage in Italy and then
the rest of Europe in the late 1200s.

Illuminated manuscript, 1500s

Medieval Gold
The gold coinage introduced in Italy, France, and England in the
1200s was as a result of trade - this gold was from West Africa.
Around AD1250 there was only a relatively small amount of gold
circulating in Europe, so a large proportion of the gold used for
making jewellery was recycled. Goldsmiths
melted-down coins, jewellery, and other gold objects to obtain the
precious metal.
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Map showing medieval trade routes

The Great Empires of West Africa

Between 700 and 1600 there were three great empires in
West Africa: Ancient Ghana, Mali, and Songhai. They all
grew rich by trading in gold. These empires were located
along the Trans-Saharan trade route – the main route
from North Africa to West Africa across the Sahara
Desert. Vital resources such as salt for preserving food
were brought south from Europe and North Africa, while
gold from the area around the Niger River went north.

The Great Empires of West Africa
Ancient Ghana - 800 - 1200
This ancient kingdom should not be confused with the modern-day
country of Ghana. The kingdom lay on the Trans-Saharan trade route
taking valuable salt south from Europe to Sub-Saharan Africa, and Gold
from West Africa to North Africa and Europe. Traders met in Ancient
Ghana to exchange goods and all paid taxes to the ruler of the kingdom.
Mali 1230 - 1600
As Ancient Ghana weakened in the 1200s, a new kingdom grew and soon
it was the kings of Mali who controlled the trade in gold. They took over
the city of Timbuktu and built palaces and mosques. The most famous
ruler of Mali was Mansa Musa – the richest person who ever lived.
Songhai - 1450 - 1591
Songhai's rulers became very rich by trading in gold and enslaved
people. The most famous Songhai ruler was Sonni Ali the Great. He was
well known for never losing a battle and because of this many people
believed that he had magical powers.
Asante - 1680 - 1902/1957
The Asante (or Ashanti) kingdom began around 1680 when the Asante kings built up a powerful empire
that included large areas along the West African coast. They traded in gold and slaves and became
immensely rich. The Asante were known internationally for their skills in making objects out of gold.

The Great Empires of West Africa
The British came to West Africa to trade in gold and enslaved people. By conquest or purchase,
they occupied a large area of West African coast and exploited its resources.
In 1821 they declared the coastal region of Ghana as a British colony called the Gold Coast.
From the early 1800s the Asante Empire was at war with the British. After a series of uprisings
and repeated invasions, the British took control in 1900. They removed the Asantehene (ruler
of Asante) from power, and in 1902 made the Empire part of the Gold Coast colony.
In 1957 the Asante kingdom became part of the Republic of Ghana on its independence from
Britain.

The flag of Ghana
The red symbolizes the struggle for
independence and the blood of those who
died. The yellow represents the wealth of
the country, and the green its forests and
farms. The black five-pointed star is known
as the ‘lodestar of African freedom’.

Colonial map of the Gold Coast

Mansa Musa
Mansa Musa was the leader of the empire of Mali from around 1280 to 1340.
He is still considered the richest person who ever lived. It is estimated that in
modern terms he was worth over 300 billion pounds – double the wealth of
the richest person alive today. Most of Mansa Musa’s wealth came from trade
in gold and salt.

Mansa Musa was generally a popular leader and a good politician.
The Mali empire was very diverse with lots of different cultures,
languages, religions and customs. Mansa Musa didn’t tell his people
what to think or what to believe in – he just asked that they obeyed
the laws and paid their taxes.

Mansa Musa – depicted on the Catalan Atlas
Salt at a market in modern day Mali.
Gold was traded with salt, a vital commodity that was used to preserve food.
Robin Taylor, CC BY 2.0

By Abraham Cresques - Bibliothèque Nationale de Fance, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=41309380

Mansa Musa’s Hajj to Mecca
Mansa Musa was a devout Muslim and so made a 4000 mile trip
across Africa and the Sahara Desert to Mecca – a religious pilgrimage
known as the hajj. He took with him 60,000 men and 12,000 enslaved
people, each carrying a pole made of gold. He also took 80 camels,
each loaded with sacks of gold. The people he met along the way were
amazed by his wealth. Musa was very generous and when he stoppedoff in Cairo, he gave away so much gold that it caused the price to
crash. It took 20 years for the market to recover.
Mansa Musa stayed in Mecca for 3 months before returning home
with Arab scholars, and Egyptian and European architects as well as
books for his libraries.

Map showing approximate route taken by Mansa
Musa in around 1324. His route started in Niani
(modern day Guinea) and passed through Timbuktu
and Taghaza (Mali) on to Cairo (Egypt) before finishing
in Mecca (Saudi Arabia).

Mansa Musa
Mansa Musa was regarded as such a powerful man that his
image was included on a special document known as the
Catalan Atlas. This map of the medieval world, which was
created in 1375, includes four pages of maps; two of the
East (including Asia) and two showing Europe and North and
West Africa. Important cities are illustrated on the map with
Christian cities shown with a cross, others with a dome.

The Catalan Atlas is a medieval map of the world created in
1375. The first two pages contain illustrated texts in the
Catalan language about cosmography, astronomy, and
astrology. They include information for sailors about tides
and how to tell time at night.
The four remaining pages are the map, with Jerusalem at
the centre. Two pages are of Asia, the other two show
Europe, North and West Africa. The map includes
illustrations of cities and important ports. The inclusion of
Mansa Musa on this map demonstrates his reputation and
influence on the world at the time it was made.

Mansa Musa – depicted on the Catalan Atlas
By Abraham Cresques - Bibliothèque Nationale de Fance, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=41309380

The Catalan Atlas

The Catalan Atlas
By Abraham Cresques - Bibliothèque Nationale de Fance, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=41309380

West Africa today
The Ashanti Region of modern-day Ghana is still home to many Asante people.
Like many African countries, Ghana has several traditional chiefs whose role includes
protecting, preserving and promoting traditional values. This chieftaincy or traditional
leadership system still plays a significant role, particularly with land ownership and
resolving disputes. The current Asantehene, chief of the Asante, is Otumfuo Nana Osei
Tutu II . This position is sometimes known as the Sika ‘dwa or golden stool after the
throne used by the Asantehene.

The Asante flag
The golden stool is seen as a symbol of
unity, and has been a feature of the Asante
flag since 1935.

Sika Dwa Kofi – the golden stool
No one is allowed to sit in the stool,
so it sits on its side next to the chief.
The bells are meant to ring to warn
of danger.

Otumfuo Nana Osei Tutu II
Retlaw Snellac, CC BY 2.0

Asante diaspora
There are many Asante who live in the Caribbean, particularly in
Jamaica, due to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade. Between 12-13 million
people were captured in West Africa and sold to the British and the
Dutch. They were sent to the Caribbean against their will, and forced
to work on the British owned plantations.
The British invaded Jamaica in 1655 and by the 1670s had established
sugar cane plantations that were worked by enslaved Africans.
During the 1700s the Jamaican economy boomed based largely on
sugar and other crops such as coffee, cotton and indigo.
Although Britain abolished the slave trade in 1807, the practice
continued for decades leading to the enslavement and death of
hundreds of thousands of people.

Map showing route of Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade from West Africa to the Caribbean

West Africa today
West Africa is made up of 16 countries:
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
The Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Ivory Coast

Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo

Griot Culture
A griot is a West African musician of great knowledge, with centuries of wisdom
passed down to them through their ancestors. Griots play an important role as a
social commentator and a living archive of oral traditions. For generations, they
have passed down history through songs and stories, with each person adding
details that related to their lives and the lives of their audiences. This is how the
stories remained relevant across generations and cultures.
Griots often accompany their stories and songs with music from instruments like
the kora (a stringed instrument similar to a harp) or balafon (a kind of xylophone).

The djembe is a drum traditionally played
by griots. It is used to call the audience to
listen to their stories.

Bwaba griot, Burkina Faso
Djembe Art, CC BY-SA 3.0

PGskot, CC BY-SA 4.0

Kente Fabric
Kente cloth originates from the Asante people of Ghana and the Republic of Côte
d’Ivoire in West Africa. The tradition dates back to the 1600s but stems from
ancient Akan weaving techniques which began over 1000 years ago.
Originally, kente was reserved for Asante royalty and although production has
increased and the fabric has become more accessible, it is still associated with
wealth, and high social status.

The cloth is made on a wooden loom, from interwoven strips of silk, cotton, or
rayon. This weaving process creates strips of woven cloth which are then sewn
together to make a larger piece of fabric. The patterns are created using different
weaving techniques. In Akan culture, the different colours and patterns have
traditional meanings.

User:Bottracker, CC BY-SA 3.0

The shuttle being used to weave the kente
Kwameghana, CC BY-SA 4.0

Suggested Activities
•
•
•
•
•

Look at a map of West Africa and identify the countries from their
outlines
Think about key events of British history that occurred during the time
of the great empires of West Africa
Use the colours and patterns from kente fabric to create your own
artwork
Think about Mansa Musa’s journey to Mecca and write a poem about
his travels.
Think about a favourite stories. How would you tell the story to a
younger sibling, a teacher, or maybe a friend from a different country?
What details would you add from your own personal experiences to
make the story your own? How does the story represent your family
life, cultural traditions, or morals?

Additional Resources
Hidden Histories – West African Gold
Our web version of the display at Colchester Castle
Podcast: You’re dead to me
Meet the richest person who ever lived: Mansa Musa
“What do you know about Mansa Musa, the 14th Century emperor of the Mali Empire? Probably not that
much, thanks to the Eurocentric approach of school history lessons.”
Black Curriculum
The Black Curriculum is a social enterprise founded to address the lack of Black British history in the UK
Curriculum.
Resources include a Lesson Pack: Oral Traditions - The Griot Tradition of West Africa (suitable for KS3 and
KS4 students)
BBC Black History Month Teacher’s Resources
Black History Month UK

*We have included some blank pages for your use in the classroom

